SGA Student Program

Join one of the most prestigious and highly recognized international scientific communities with a focus on ore deposit research. Become a student member right now! Student fee - 10 € only

- full electronic access to MD
- financial support to attend SGA international conferences
- participation at SGA Student Regional Networks activities

SGA Student Network

(the network links existing chapters and individuals)

Here are just some of the benefits:
- ability to create and get involved in networks among active student groups
- facilitate the interchange of ideas, knowledge, experience and research interests
- allow the development of field trips, short courses, regional student meetings, conferences and seminars
- opportunity to establish research collaboration, including scholarship exchange and advancement of careers
- enhance opportunities to visit ore deposits and metallogenic districts
- allow individuals in universities without Chapters to be part of and benefit from other members of the network
- individual Chapters are connected in their region

Facebook SGA Network

1. Share ideas with other researchers
2. Participate in discussions
3. Be informed of all SGA related events

Join in and help create a large community with common interests (no membership required)!
Log in to the Facebook and search for SGA Network.
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